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Arwen Isaac Dave´
From Piner, to New York, to NASA
Fulton, a couple of miles from
Piner High School. I have always felt most at home out
in the middle of nowhere,
where I can see the far horizon or the Milky Way.

Arwen Isaac Dave´
PHS Class of 1984

Editor’s note: We want to
thank Arwen (Isaac) Dave’
for taking on our request at
the last minute to write about
her journey from growing up
in Santa Rosa to working at
NASA. She is a skilled writer/
story Teller and Engineer. She
especially wants to thank all of
her elementary and high school
teachers and friends who guided and supported her throughout her journey. Despite her
many successes through hard
work, she remains a very modest and humble person.
My parents traveled to San
Francisco from Fulton in
1965 in order for me to be
born in a hospital there. Even
though I was born in that big
city, I was raised on a farm in

Like many of my elementary
school classmates, I woke
up to chores in the morning,
feeding geese, pigs, sheep,
and chickens, and coming
home from school to help
with the endless vegetable
gardening.
I have very fond memories
of Olivet Elementary School.
Although I remember it as
having five rooms, I thought
it was huge and crowded. It
was a good introduction to
life beyond the farm. After
also attending Piner Elementary, I was off to Comstock
Junior high in the city of Santa Rosa, where for the first
time I met many people who
had never fed chickens. As a
child, I wanted to go to Piner
high school because I could
see each of the buildings had
different colored doors. It
looked like they would lead to
someplace magic.

I think by the time I started Piner the doors were all
painted blue. But they did
lead somewhere magic: new
ideas. I tell people everywhere I go about the teachers
I had at Piner. Many made
lessons so fun and memorable, I can recall them to this
day. My coworkers at NASA
know I can’t do calculus without remembering Mr. Foote
reading us Twisted Tales of
Shakespeare during math exams, or look at a water molecule without bringing up Mr.
Buff’s H2O Micky Mouse hat.
I did a little set painting for
the theater group, and very
much enjoyed their fantastic energy and talent. I found
out from Mr. Rathman that
I enjoyed physics. At first,
I wouldn’t believe the laws
and then I would go out and
test them - only to find they
would work every time. Not
everything was fun; I remember taking a job aptitude test,
and the answer: I would be a
good mortician.

Cont’d. on page 2

aerospace company. Tess knew from looking at
the envelope it was an offer letter. She called the
chemical company and spent 45 minutes on the
phone until they finally connected her with me. I
had her open the letter and read it to me, and we
celebrated together from either end of the phone
line. That was the beginning of my career in aerospace.

Piner did not prepare me for everything: I left with
a sad lack of understanding of bus systems and
bureaucracy. When I took the train to college for
the first time, I had directions to wait at a bus stop
for the bus that would take me across town. I had
no idea what one looked like! I waited on that corner for two hours until someone explained to me,
I had to walk a few blocks over to the sign with a
picture of a bus on it.

After this slow start, everything started to happen
in a hurry. I moved to California to work on the
solar arrays for the International Space Station, got
married to my college sweetheart, and within five
years we had two boys and a house. Because the
Space Station had international partners, I met astronauts from Europe and Russia, and traveled for
work to Japan and Houston. I have had the privilege of sampling air quality as a passenger in a
small jet being tossed about like a toy in the powerful updraft of a huge forest fire. If all goes well
next year, I will get to remotely operate a rover
instrument seeking water on the moon.

I did make it to college that day. There, I took physics again, and was given interesting homework assignments involving spaceships and planets and
gravity. When we moved on to tiny particles and
quantum mechanics, I asked the professor what
happened to the problems with the big objects.
He replied, “Oh, that’s engineering. We don’t have
that here.” Ironically, he was also the professor
who would bring a television into the classroom so
we could watch the space shuttle launches. Thanks
to him, I figured out what I wanted to study, and
also that I had to go somewhere else to do it. New
York!

Would you believe it? The most important skill to
get the work that I really love is: persuasive writing! Thank you, English teachers. NASA has what
are called competed missions, which involve
teams writing large documents to persuade those
with the budgets to hand them over. Competed
missions are like beauty contests for ideas.

I did eventually get an engineering degree. During that time, I met two important people: my
roommate Tess and my husband to be. With my
new degree almost complete, I began the scary
process of applying for jobs in a male-dominated
field. (The ratio of men to women in my classes
was 100:1). There were large gatherings of hiring
managers called Job Fairs. I was overwhelmed by
Job Fairs because there would be more people in
one giant room than there were in my entire home
town of Fulton, population 500, back then. I actually met a NASA engineer who offered to hire
me, but later received a letter from NASA saying
they weren’t looking for people with my skills at
that time. Here is where my lack of experience
with bureaucracy led me to a misunderstanding.
It didn’t occur to me that everybody didn’t know
everybody else at NASA. The human resources
person who wrote me that letter never spoke with
the engineer who had a NASA job for me. I did
something you should never do. I didn’t ask to
make sure.
Instead, I accepted a job at a chemical factory in
the next state, an offer I got as the result of my
sending out hundreds of resumes. Luckily, I did
not have to work there for more than a year. My
college roommate back in New York received a
letter for me, mailed to my old address, from an

Cont’d. on page 4
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Athletic Hall of Fame
Induction Banquet

Crab Feed

We have also made the decision to cancel our
April 2, 2022, Piner High School Athletic Hall
of Fame Banquet. As much as we dislike putting
it off for another year, there is a lot of coordination pre-dinner to putting it on, e.g. who will
attend if the Corona virus is still active, possible
down payment losses if it’s canceled just before
the event, etc. We have scheduled it for next
year April , 2023. Again we will formally be
inducting the previously announced Class of
2020: Michelle Ferguson - Cross Country, Track
and Soccer 1987- 1990; Faith Baggett - Girls
Volleyball 1994-1998; Greg Alexander - Football
& Basketball 2001- 2005; Derek Shaffer - Boys
Soccer 2000-2004;Moises Medrano - Boys Soccer
2000-2004; and the 1985 Boys’ Baseball Team.
If you have never attended one of the Piner High
HOF Banquets honoring past Piner outstanding
athletes since 2006 at the Santa Rosa Golf and
Country Club, you are missing out on a delicious
dinner and memorable stories about these talented
athletes.

Unfortunately, our scheduled January 2022 Crab
Feed has been canceled, due to the extensive work
to prepare for it and the unpredictability of the Covid situation. But please mark your calendars for
the return to our annual crab feed next year scheduled for January 28, 2023. The event is Piner’s biggest fundraiser with proceeds shared by the Boosters, Foundation and Athletic Hall of Fame, raising
thousands of dollars, supporting Prospector sports;
providing grants to teachers for sustainable classroom equipment and supplies; and honoring past
student athletes, teams and coaches. The crab
feed is a reunion for many Piner graduates, as well
as friends and families that gather to enjoy good
times, while enjoying delicious food prepared and
served by the Piner Culinary Arts Department.

2006 Piner Hall of Fame Committee: Front Row L-R Steve Casperson, Jim Lanz,
Betty Castino, Jim Underhill, Jan Hansen. Back Row, Martha Menth, Dave Albritton,
Lee Torliatt, Randy Nunes and Bob Zeni.
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“ Education is the most powerful
weapon, which you can use to change
the world.” Nelson Mandela
Thanks to being on the winning side of some of
these contests, I have traveled to places on earth
that are similar to the other planets in our solar
system. I have lived in a tent on Devon, the most
Mars-like Canadian island above the arctic circle,
where we were practicing extraterrestrial ice drilling. I have helped simulate a life search rover mission in the Atacama Desert on the Chilean plateau.
I get to fall asleep in the middle of nowhere, where
the Milky Way forms a path across the night sky.
I might have left home not knowing about buses and huge companies, but I learned how to ask
questions and look for the far horizon. And that
was enough to lead me to a job I love. I wouldn’t
want to have grown up anywhere else. Thank you
to all my teachers and friends from Piner!
I apologize to my English teachers for writing this
autobiography in a hurry without time for edits.
I do remember your lessons! Art, Biology, History, as well. to stay on topic. I had to leave out
many threads, but I draw on these memories of
my teachers and creative friends from Piner High
School all the time. I hope you will remember
along with me.
L to R, Arwen’s mother, Arwen, Mr. Buff,
Mr. Foote, & Mrs. Foote, September 2021.
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PINER HIGH SCHOOL FOUNDATION MEMBERSHIP FORM
You may also do this on line using your credit card at our website pinerhighfoundation.org

Date:________ Mr. Mrs. Ms. Miss Name: ____________________________________
Maiden/Former Name ____________________

Please Print First Name, then Last Name

Home Address________________________________________ State ______ Zip__________
Mailing Address _______________________________________State ______ Zip__________
Phone: Home _______

Work__________ Cell _____________E-mail______________

_

I am joining the PHS Foundation for 1 school year at $20. I am a PHS Graduate. Class of_____
I am associated with PHS as a (parent, supporter, etc.) _____________________.
I am enclosing an additional TAX DEDUCTIBLE contribution of $______________.
You may also do this on line using your credit card at our website pinerhighfoundation.org.
Make checks payable to PHSF and send to:
Piner High School Foundation, 1700 Fulton Road, Santa Rosa, Ca. 95403
Our Federal Nonprofit Tax I.D. is #68-0312001.

FOUNDATION MEMBERSHIP LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 2020
Rachelle Merian Albini- 1979
Charles Albright- 1969

Dave Albritton- 1976
Dale Anderson- 1978
Jim Andrade-1972

Sylvia Guiliano Andreis- 1971

Jeff Avery- 1971
Cathy Austin - 1978
Anna Babson- Parent of Alumni
Judy Bagley- Retired Staff

Janet Barbaria - 1979
Lindy Barbor - 1971

Judith Barcelon- Retired Faculty
John Barone- Friend of Piner
Jeffery Barrett
Marylou Kniffin Beltrami- 1970

Lynn Cook Beniot- 1974
Pat Berry- 1968

Gayle LaForce Berry- 1971

Sam Weston Bertacco- 1970

Cheryl Pedroncelli Bennett- 1971
Mike Biando - 1978
Sally Bimrose- Retired Principal

Mitch Bonar- 1969

Doug Bowman - 1976

Valerie Lane Burgoyne- 1971
Michelle Patterson Brittain- 1988
Charlie Buff- Retired Faculty

Alicia Bunce- Parent of Alumni

Jackie Stevens Callaghan 1973
Bill Campbell- 1976
Rosemarie Cartier - Parent

Betty Castino- Retired Faculty
Nancy Michaelson Celms- 1968
Betty Furia Clark- 1971

Kristin Bowman- Clayton - 2000
Leslie Jenkins Conant- 1970

Jerry Corbet- 1968
Laurie Cameron Cornelssen- 1972
Rhonda Comalli-Friend of Piner
Karen Coster - Faculty
Bill Coset -1972
Diane Cupples – 1979
Mary Dale
Mike Daniels- Friend of Piner

Rachel Watrous Daniel- 1989

Allison Arreola Delaney 1995
Chris DeMello
Izzy Derkos – Retired Coach
Judy Dillon- Retired Faculty
Matt Dillon- 1995
Francine Boschetti Espiniera- 1971
Jake Fitzpatrick- Retired Faculty
Joan Fleck- 1971
Ken Foote – Retired Faculty

Lorna Nelson Fox- 1973
Jane Frost

Edna Gaddie- Wife of Retired Coach

Cindy Gaddie- Coach’s Daughter
Chris Garcia- 1970
Scott Garcia- 1973

Karen Gunderson & Family
Abby Hanes- Piner Staff
Marnie M. Hanson
Tanya Harlin- Parent of Alumni
Sherman Harris- 1970
Vincent Harrison
Jack Hayes- Retired Principal
David Hayne- 1972

Casey Hillman- 2001
Keith Hinton
Nicki Obritsch Hinch- 1968
Arne Hoel - 1979

Dave Hover-1976
Jim Hurt- 1971
John & Magdalena Hurt- 1970/1971
Marilyn Jackson- Retired Staff
Joel Jacobsen - 1969

Tiffany Jahnke- Faculty

Ursula Juricich—Wife of Charles
Vince Klein- 1970

Mark Koski- 1971
Jani Logsdon Krambs - 1977
Steve Kramer - 1991
Doug Krikac- 1969
Ron Kristof- Retired Faculty
Sandy Lacey- Retired Faculty
Jim & Lisa Lanz- 1976

Maureen Latimer- Richard’s wife
Frank Lawler- 1968
Daniel Le Roy – 1983
Rubi Hernandez Lopez
Bob & Wendy Maccario- 1972

Nicholas Mancillas- Faculty
David Marshall- 1970
Lindsay Schalich Malik- 1972
Mark McCarthy

Randi Rossman- 1977
Rich Salmon- 1968

Jill McCormick-1989
Pete McCormick- Parent

Pat Sampson –Retired Faculty
Michelle Scarboro- Faculty
Lisa Wittke Schaffner -1987
Bill Schalich- 1979
Cindy Misner Schalich- 1983
Kasey Schalich- 2010

Martha Bastoni Messana- 1970

Joe Schalich- 1971

Dennis McCarty- Retired Coach

Deena McConnell- 1979
Randy Merian- 1977

Tom Michaelson- 1971

Patty Michiels- Retired Faculty

Linda Burke Miller- 1969
Steve Mizera-District Office
Mary Montague—Friend of Piner
John Morris -1971
Tina Murray – 1974
Allen Nelson 1970
Margaret Hayne Nelson- 1971

April Wycoff Nichols- 1974
Paul Nikol- Retired Coach
Tom Nix- 1968
Randy Nunes- 1971

Cyndi Ogle- 1970

Larry Olenberger- 1968

Gary Palmer- 1970
Randy Palmer- 1971

Terrie Hays Palmieri- 1970
Dorothy Gong Parker 1971

Erin Parr- 1997
Rich Pedroncelli- 1973
Karen Mejia Pennrich- 1971

Kathy Perez-Penrose-Retired Faculty

Gail Laughlin Pippi-1969

Virginia Pitts—Alumni Parent

Julie Buchanan Poirier- 1979
Coleen Pugh - 1978
Wayne Rasmussen- 1968
Kathy Denner Reese- 1969

Denise Rehe- 1979
Marilyn Graff Reiss - 1969

Lee Ann Cameron Reuter- 1979
Ruth Richmond- Retired Staff
Marcia Thompson Richter- 1968

Doug Robbins - 1969
Bianca Rosario- Faculty

Merle & Ann Rossman--Alumni Parents

Larry Schalich- 1974

Nancy Schell- Retired Faculty
Dolores Seymour- Retired Staff
Carol Cake Sherwood- 1971
Joyce Walburn Sieg - 1968

Sue Sion- Retired Vice-Principal
Cathy Slack- 1978

Todd Snider -Friend of Piner
Don & Patty Soekland ’72 & ‘74
Dale Solheim- 1971

Pamela Rippin Sorensen- Retired Faculty
Diana Valentino Spritzer - 1971

Jennifer Stenger-1988
Jason Stephenson -1989
Sue Woods Stone - 1970
Karen Scott Suiter- 1979

Ed & Claire Taan - 1971&1970

Steve Templeman - 1968
Jill Smith Thach- 1973

Craig Thompson - Retired Faculty
Mary Gowan Thomsen - 1970
Lee & Marj Torliatt - Retired Faculty

Ilene Traverso - Retired Faculty
Kathy Trenchard - Retired Faculty

Jim & Carol Underhill - Retired Coach

Stephen & Maria Vella
Judy Vesper-1968
Larry Waite - 1968
Pam Jenkins Wallace - 1968
Tony Walls Friend of Piner

Debra Schoop-Wilson - 1976
Donna Starr White - 1968

Pauline Scinto Whitchurch - 1971
Jeanette Babson Wilson - 1986
Cliff Woodruff - 1975
Craig Wycoff - 1978
Chris Zeek- SRHS Class of 1968

Bob & Dolores Zeni- Retired Vice-Principal

THOSE NAMES IN BOLD PRINT HAVE RENEWED THEIR MEMBERSHIP FOR THIS SCHOOL YEAR.
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Our Apology to Tom Hansen
In our September 2021 issue we posted the below
picture and wrote about this article in the Press
Democrat during the Fall of 1968. Four Piner High
students were denied attendance at Piner High
until they cut their long hair and shaved their facial hair, per the school district’s dress code. The
picture of the students only listed their last names,
but with some research we identified them as
Steve Brelsford, John Andersen, Tom Hansen and
Jim Scnelle.
Shortly after we published that article, we were
contacted by Tom Hansen, (class of 1971 and
team member of multiple PHS Championship
swim teams), who corrected us and said it was
his older brother, John Hansen (class of 1969)
who was in the picture, not Tom. Our apologies to
Tom, and a thank you to John Anderson (owner of
SoulShine Studios in S.R.), who brought it to our
attention about this article and how times have
certainly changed.
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Take care of your body and
your mind, One struggles to
survive without the other!

Luke Devenney owns that record at 1,651 points.
With 17 regular-season games remaining, Tait
could have a chance at breaking that mark later
in the season if she can continue to score at this
high rate.
Tait and head coach Marc Anderson also hope that
this hot start carries into the rest of the season.
Anderson is encouraged by what he’s seen so far,
especially considering the Prospectors have yet to
be at full strength for any extended length of time.
“We’ve stuck together,” he said. “We’ve all played
hard for one another, and to have a record like this,
that’s what, for me as a coach, has impressed me
the most about the girls. They’ve stuck together
through thick and thin to get to this point, and we
haven’t even had our team available yet.”

Sarah Tait continues her record breaking
scoring for Piner’s Girl’s Basketball.
You can reach Staff Writer Gus Morris at 707-3049372 or gus.morris@pressdemocrat.com.
On Twitter @JustGusPD Dec 5, 2021

In May 2021, Sarah Tait (above in the yellow Tshirt) a junior at the time, became the first Piner
girl to score over 1,000 career points for girl’s basketball. She is the team Captain, MVP player and
has a 4.0 GPA. See below for the teams Fall 2021
start.

Support Piner High Girls and Boys sports by going to the games and meets.
Congratulations to the Piner wrestlers! The wrestlers
who went to today’s tournment took home 3 first place
medals! Last week’s tournament yielded 6 more medals!
Way to go
Piner Prospectors!! #pinerwrestling #pinerpride
#pinerprospectors

Tait gets Piner off to hot start
After setting the Piner girls career scoring record
in the spring, Sarah Tait has taken her game up a
level this winter. The 5-foot-7 senior guard is currently averaging 28.3 points and 7.3 rebounds per
game, which has Piner (8-1) off to its best start to
a season in recent memory.
Tait has eclipsed the 30-point mark four times already this season and is sitting at 1,294 career
points after the Prospectors finished third in the
Gold Rush Classic over the weekend. She became
the first girls player in school history to pass the
1,000 career point mark back in May when she
dropped 33 points against Healdsburg.
She has her sights set on loftier goals for her final
prep season. “I think that was just my first milestone and I’m looking to push past that in high
school and hopefully beat the boys scoring record
for our school,” she said.

Photo credit Cindi Erickson. Nov 27, 2021
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PINER HIGH FOUNDATION
An Extra Thank you to those who recently renewed
their membership and gave an extra generous donation. They include the Anonymous person, Leslie Conant, Wayne Rasmussen, Bob Zeni, Margaret Nelson, Dale Solheim, Chris Garcia, Dorothy
Gong Parker, Joan Fleck, Jake Fitzpatrick, Randy
Palmer, Mike Daniels, Edna Gaddie, Lee Ann
Reuter, Randy Nunes, Cathy Slack, Carol Sherwood, Marsha Richter, Pete & Jill McCormick,
Jill Thach, Sam Salmon, Charles Albright and
Sam Bertacco. We welcome new member, Collen
Pugh, a 1978 grad with a PHD and currently is
the Vice Provost for Research, Dean of the Graduate School, Professor Department of Chemistry, at
Wichita State University. The Piner High Foundation is very proud of her and of all the other many
successful graduates who have work to make the
world a better place. Way to go Prospectors!

In September 2021 we funded nine teacher grants
for a total of $3,046. The grants included purchasing English books for classrooms, Science manipulatives for students visual & physical understanding, P.E. weight bar clamps for student’s safety,
and more.
The students and teachers greatly appreciate the
Foundation’s ability to fund their requests. A few
examples are English teacher Sarah Walls wrote,
“Thank you so much. I am continually amazed at
the generous support of this group. I am excited to
use all of these resources in my classes this year
and following years.” Science teacher Michael
Converse wrote, “Thank you for offering us this
opportunity and for your continued support at Piner High School. Math teacher John Williams said,
“Thank you again for your support!” And English
teacher Karen Coster said, “I received the box of
books yesterday and am delighted! They are in the
library now getting processed and will be available
soon to the students. Thank you so much.”

If you are interested in becoming a Piner High
Foundation Board Member and helping please call
571-7420 and leave a message so we can call you
back. The Piner High Hall of Fame and the Piner
High Boosters are also looking for Board Members,
as all three organizations are being run by below
the minimum number of board/committee members, and are seeking replacements. If you have a
couple of friends or more who you would enjoy
working with, and live in the Santa Rosa area or
a short commute to Santa Rosa, it is a rewarding
experience helping out your alma mater.

Thank you to all of you who recently renewed
your membership and those that just became
members. Many of you added an additional donation amount along with your membership.
We also received a $1,000 donation from someone who wished to remain anonymous. We can’t
thank that person enough, as well as all of you
for your renewals and additional donations up to
help fund our Bob Zeni Teacher Grant Program.
Since we were not able to have our annual crab
feed fundraiser for last year 2021 and for this year
2022, your membership renewals and extra donations are very helpful. These have been difficult
times for many of us, emotionally and financially.
So each and every donation is greatly appreciated.
With that said, thank you to those that recently
renewed their membership who are: Dolores Seymour, Larry Olenberger, Jani Krambs, Marylou
Beltrami, Vince Klein, Ursula Juricich, Tom Nix,
Steve Temple, Martha Messana, Joel Jacobsen,
Judy Bagley, Ruth Richmond, and Nancy Celms.

“Let us think of education as the means
of developing our greatest abilities, because in each of us there is a private hope
and dream which, fulfilled, can be translated into benefit for everyone and greater strength for our nation.”
- John F. Kennedy
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We recommend you go to Piner High Schools website or Google these programs to get further
information about their SPARQ (Science Position Astronomy Research Query) Center and their
STEM (Science Technology Engineering and Math) programs. These are excellent programs for
students to be expose to some of these classes or for those who want to go through the four
year certificate program. The public is also able to enjoy these facilities by way of the STEM
CAFÉ and SPARQ CENTER presentations which generally are once a month in the evenings
during the school year. Go to the SPARQ Center’s Calendar to see upcoming presentations for
the public. It is on a first come/first served basis, with limited space. Covid Mitigation: Due
to Covid, they are limiting the shows attendance to 35 guests (Planetarium Shows) and 50
guests (STEM Cafés).
Masks are required.
They will have 3 Medify Air Filtration units and MERV 13 HVAC filtration on at all times. These
requirements are in effect until further notice.
-STEM Certificate Level 1 ApprovedEach presentation is approximately 75 minutes.
All shows begin @ 7pm sharp in the SPARQ Digital Theater Planetarium. Free to everyone!

Piner’s SPARQ Center with Planetarium,
Classroom and the Observatory in back.
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Appetizers--Salad--Pasta--Crab

All you can eat - $ To be Determined

Benefits Piner Foundation, Boosters and Hall of Fame

WePiner
needHigh
100 donors
pledging
$100 a yearfor
for 5 years.
15th Annual
Crab Feed
Now Scheduled
For information about how you can help with the stadium lights project call
836-9735
New Date January 28,
2023

Stadium Lights Fundraiser
CANCELED--CRAB FEEDJoin
FORour
2022-CANCELED
100-100
Club.

Event Calendar – 2021/2022

Piner High School

When:
October 25th and 26th
Sat Only - Live Radio and Special Drawings
Where:
G&G College Ave. Store
Sponsored By: G&G Supermarket, Aidell’s Sausage, FritosLay and Pepsi

Piner High School
Athletic Hall of Fame
P.O. Box 12284
Santa Rosa, CA 95406
NON PROFIT ORG.
U.S. POSTAGE
PERMIT #1
FULTON, CA.

PAID

Piner High School
Foundation…..
Piner High School
Athletic Hall of Fame…

Dedicated to offering grants to Piner
teachers for classroom improvements
and projects
Dedicated to honoring graduates of
Piner who excelled in athletics during their high school years

